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Just noticeable distortion (JND) is widely employed to describe the perception redundancy in the quantization-based watermarking
framework. However, the existing JNDmodels are generally constructed to treat every region of the photograph with an equal focus
level, whereas the defocus effect has never been considered. In this paper, the defocus feature, which can portray the aesthetic
emphasis in the photograph, is provided to improve the perceptual JND model. Firstly, two indicators which consider the block
energy in the defocus measurement (DM) are proposed. Then, the defocus feature map (DFM) is obtained by integrating the
influence of the circumambient blocks, and it is applied to the proposed JND contrast masking (CM) processing. In this way, a
new blind photograph watermarking method, with emphasis on defocus-JND estimation combined with the proposed CM, is
presented. Simulations show that the proposed JND is more suitable for watermarking framework than some exiting JND
models, and the proposed watermarking scheme with the improved defocus-based JND model has superior robustness
compared with some watermarking schemes.

1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been a surge of interest in taking
photos using a digital camera. The aesthetic effect can be
reflected by high dynamic range images. Due to the advanced
camera parameter settings, the photos we acquired often sub-
ject to different focus effects as shown as in Figure 1. We can
see that the right one shows a nice inside focus and outside
defocus photograph, which gives a better artistic photogra-
phy. The difference between photographs and classic images
can be briefly summarized in follows: The focus level will be
more likely to vary from the object to its background in pho-
tographs. This phenomenon is related with the parameter
setting of the camera nowadays. This preference will achieve
a better aesthetic effect because a photograph that has visu-
ally dominant subjects usually induces stronger aesthetic
interest. Professional photographers utilize contrast in sharp-
ness and lighting to bring out the visual dominance of sub-

jects so that the viewer is directed to where the
photographers intended. These techniques can change the
original appearance which may bring some distortions. How-
ever, some aesthetic effect is achieved by these processing
methods exactly right.

In our daily life, these aesthetic photographs are easily to
be used in their own social software without the photograph
owner’s permission, which will cause a series of copyright
issues [1]. This information security is a topic that is hardly
out of date. In the past few years, some techniques have made
some developments such as block cipher [2], encryption [3],
and steganography [4]. Especially with the development of
the internet, all kinds of multimedia can be searched easily
[5–7]. It can even be achieved by cross-modal retrieval [8,
9]. Information hiding is an effective way to protect the
meaningful host carrier [10–12]. Its principle is hiding the
secret information into the original multimedia carriers with-
out visual changes [13]. This feature related to the visual
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characteristics of human visual system (HVS) which can be
measured by an objective parameter called structural similar-
ity index (SSIM). It is significant to choose a suitable resolu-
tion mechanism [14–16]. Watermarking technology can
achieve security under the premise of ensuring visual consis-
tency. And exploring the embedding domains [17, 18] and
adjusting the embedding ways [19] have made a series of
progress in recent years. All these effects are made to improve
the watermarking robustness in the premise of keeping an
acceptable invisibility. That is to say, the balance between
robustness and invisibility becomes a vital topic. And the
commonly used just noticeable distortion (JND) model that
related closely with HVS can get a better tradeoff between
these two characteristics. Ma et al. [20] proposed an adaptive
spread-transform dither modulation (STDM) approach by
incorporating a new perceptual model into the conventional
STDM framework. Wan et al. [21] presented a logarithmic
STDM watermarking approach based on an improved JND
model. This new JND model is got by revising the edge pixel
density. Wang et al. [22] proposed a JNDmodel based on the
block types including orientation and regularity, and this
model was used in watermarking framework.

In human’s visual sense, the JNDmodel can be a combina-
tion of positive and negative incentives for perception [23].
The positive effect is produced by the unexpected part that will
cause visual attention. And the negative effect is brought by its
own characteristics such as spatial frequency, luminance, tex-
ture, and surrounding stimuli. However, many exiting JND
models only incorporated the negative effects together. In
detail, JND models can be estimated in pixel domain or trans-
form domain. In pixel domain, a JND model is often derived
by investigating the luminance adaption (LA) and spatial con-
trast masking (CM) [24]. The JND models in transform
domain usually utilize human vision sensitivities of different
frequency components, and the contrast sensitivity function
(CSF) is frequently applied in identifying the base thresholds
[25]. Some JNDmodels are calculated by fusing these multiple

masking factors, which will result in overestimation in the
focus regions having strong attraction. How to combine these
masking effects into a model linearly or nonlinearly has
become a subject worthy of study. In general, defocus mea-
surement is responsible for defining focus areas of a photo-
graph that will attract more attention of the HVS. Distortion
occurring in the focus area that attracts the viewer’s attention
is more annoying than that in other areas. Therefore, defocus
measurement can be exploited to weight the JND model with
different defocus levels in the watermarking framework.
Because the local area in a photograph that is easy to be con-
cerned, this application will satisfy this characteristic. What
is more, this application can optimize the combination of
masking effects getting a JND model that is more suitable for
photograph watermarking framework. Until now, some defo-
cus measurements have been proposed using spatial edge
information such as edge width. It is exploited by combining
the standard deviation of the edge gradient magnitude profile
[26]. Then, as HVS is variable for different contrast levels, the
conception of just noticeable blurriness (JNB) based on edge
width is integrated into a probability summation model [27].
The above edge-based methods can achieve this goal by the
theory that the edge will be affected by defocus in a big way.
However, it is difficult to make a defocus judgement by detect-
ing all edges firstly. Owing to the interference to edge detection
caused by some common attacks in watermarking, the robust-
ness will be uncertain. Besides edge information, the energy in
different frequencies especially high frequency is another
research field in defocus measurement, which is based on the
theory that the area operated by defocus will lose many detail
information. To eliminate the effect of noise, an adaptive
weight is given to the coefficients at high frequency andmiddle
frequency [28]. Though there is a natural masking effect in
high frequency, the information in this subband is not stable,
which cannot resist some common attacks in transmission.
Thus, the robustness will not be satisfied when this measure-
ment is applied in watermarking framework. Nowadays,

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Photos subject to different defocus effect: (a) original photographs; (b) photographs with different defocus level.
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limited progress has been made in this research area, mainly
due to the fact that the defocus measurement calculated in
the original photo is inconsistent with that in the watermarked
photograph. Therefore, the existing defocus measurements
cannot provide an outstanding performance for a practical
blind watermarking framework.

To tackle this challenge, in this paper, a novel blind water-
marking method for the photograph is proposed, in which the
defocus measurement in the discrete cosine transform (DCT)
domain is introduced to measure the CM effect in the percep-
tual JND model. Experiments show that the proposed scheme
has enhanced robustness against common attacks. The main
contributions of this paper include the following:

(1) In photograph copyright protection, we propose to
apply the defocus measurement to JND model for
the first time. In recent years, the unique photogra-
phy technology divides a photograph into different
levels of focus, which facilitate the emergence of aes-
thetic photograph. The existing JND models cannot
satisfy the balance between invisibility and robust-
ness better under this requirement

(2) We propose a new defocus measurement and apply it
into CM. In this measurement, as the influence of
defocus differs in blocks with different energies, two
types of blocks called strongly and weakly textured
blocks are distinguished by some representative alter-
nating current (AC) coefficients in DCT domain.
And two coefficients at low and middle frequency
are selected as the defocus indicator parameter. Then,
for strongly textured blocks, the whole photograph’s
contrast is used as the threshold to measure these
indicators. And for weakly textured blocks, it plays
a key role that modulating the energy amplitude
spectrum calculated by these two indicators and their
corresponding spatial frequencies. Finally, the influ-
ence of circumambient blocks is modulated to a
Gaussian function. The final results are used in the
block types partitioning, and an enhanced CM factor
is proposed. The experimental results show that the
defocus measurement can take its role effectively

(3) The proposed robust defocus-based JND model is
implemented to estimate an optimum quantization
step adaptively for the quantization-based watermark-
ing framework. The experimental results show that
this watermarking method performs better than some
exiting watermarking methods. And the proposed
JND model is more suitable to be used in watermark-
ing framework than some existing JND models

The remainders of this paper are listed as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, some related work is presented. In Section 3, we pres-
ent a new JND model improved by the proposed defocus
measurement. In Section 4, the proposed JND model is
applied into photograph watermarking framework. In Sec-
tion 5, some experiments are used to demonstrate our
method’s availability. Section 6 is a summary of this paper.

2. Related Work

2.1. JND Models in Watermarking Technology. A JND model
needs to combine the reasonable masking factors that will
affect HVS. The visual attention mechanism should be con-
tained [29]. Watson model [25] is a classical JND model in
DCT domain, which has put forward the DCT sensitivity
coefficient table for the first time. In this model, the carrier
coefficients are modified according to the luminance masking
and contrast masking calculated by this DCT sensitivity coef-
ficient table. Kim proposed a model based on DCT frequency
and background brightness, where the contrast masking was
not considered directly, but the texture complexity was used
to construct LM-JND [30]. Psychological model is integrated
into this JND. In [31], Wan proposed a new JND based on
orientation regularity. By judging the directivity and texture
characteristics of the image block and assigning different
values to the CM, the proposed JND model was more in line
with the visual characteristics of the human eyes. In the
aspect of image compression, this JND can be well applied.
Considering all these classic masking effect, Ngan has pro-
posed a combined JND model which incorporates CSF, LA,
and CM all together in DCT domain [32].

T jnd = TB n, i, jð Þ∙MLA n, i, jð Þ∙MCM n, i, jð Þ, ð1Þ

where n is an index of a block and i and j are the DCT coef-
ficients’ indices in a block. TB is used in depicting the thresh-
old based on spatial CSF, MLA is the index of luminance
masking, andMCM is the influence of CM which is a popular
research point that has been developed deeply in recent years
[33, 34]. This CM effect is strongly associated with the sensi-
tivity of the HVS for different background.

Besides these JND models, some robust JND models
applied in watermarking technology are proposed. In [21],
the author used a perceptual JND model in his logarithmic
STDM watermarking work. This model improved the CM
by a new characteristic called edge pixel density and LA by
another feature called average pixel intensity. Wang pro-
posed a structural regularity-based watermark method
employing an adaptive JND [22]. In this paper, three AC
coefficients and one direct current (DC) coefficient were used
to judge the regularity and directivity of image blocks, and
then, different masking factors are given to different types
of image blocks according to human visual characteristics.

2.1.1. The CSF-Based Threshold. CSF is the ability to charac-
terize the spatial resolution and brightness resolution of
human eyes. And its influence on the basic threshold can
be defined as follows [32].

TB n, i, jð Þ = 1
4ϕiϕj

exp 0:18ωij

� �
/ 1:33 + 0:11ωij

� �
0:6 + 0:4 cos φij

� �2 , ð2Þ

where φij is the directional angle of DCT component; then,
spatial frequency ωij and DCT normalization factors ϕiðjÞ
can be defined by
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1
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8>>><
>>>:

ð4Þ

where θh and θv represent the horizontal and vertical angles for
each pixel, respectively. And they can be defined by Equation (5).

θ = 2 · arctan 1
2 × Rvh ×H

, ð5Þ

where Rvh stands for the ratio of viewing distance to screen
height and H is the number of pixels in picture height. Accord-
ing to the international standard, the ratio of viewing distance to
screen height should be a fixed number which is usually from 3
to 6 depending on the screen size. Here, its value is 4.5. More-
over, for most of the displays, PAR (pixel aspect ratio) is equal
to 1. This means that the horizontal and vertical visual angles ð
θh, θvÞ are identical.
2.1.2. Luminance Adaption. The response of human eyes to
blocks with unequal brightness is different. When the bright-
ness of a region is much greater or much less than the average
brightness of the photograph, the masking property of the
human eye is greater. But it is not difficult for our eyes to iden-
tify the normal luminance area in a photograph [32]. These
features about human visual system can be described as

FL =

60 − Ib
150 + 1 Ib < 60,

1 60 ≤ Ib ≤ 170
Ib − 170
425 + 1 Ib > 170,

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

, ð6Þ

where Ib is the average intensity of a photograph block.

2.2. Spread Transform Dither Modulation. STDM is an exten-
sion of classical quantization index modulation (QIM) [35].
QIMmodulates the original carrier by using two quantizers cor-
responding to the watermark bits 0 or 1. When extracting the
watermark bits, QIM uses the minimum distance detection
method, which means that the quantization point closest to
the watermarked carrier is used to determine the watermark
bit. The original carrier is distorted in this quantization process.
To improve the imperception quality, quantization dither mod-
ulation (QDM) is proposed by using a pseudorandom signal to
reduce the quantization effect. It can be defined as follows.

QDM x, Δ, dmð Þ = Δ∙round x + dm
Δ

� �
− dm,mϵ 0, 1f g, ð7Þ

where x is the original carrier,Δ is the quantization step, and dm
is a dither signal corresponding to the watermarking bitm. And
d1 is defined as

d1 = d0 − sign d0ð Þ∙Δ2 , ð8Þ

where d0 is a pseudorandom number that is evenly distributed
over ½−Δ/2, Δ/2�.

STDM uses QDM to modulate the projection of carrier
vector x along a given random direction vector u. The
embedding process can be represented by Equation (9).

v = x + QDM proj x, uð Þ, Δ, dmð Þ − proj x, uð Þ
uk k2

u, ð9Þ

where proj ð∙Þ represents the projection operation which can
be defined by Equation (10).

proj x, uð Þ = <x, u >
uk k2

, ð10Þ

where <x, u > represents the product of two vectors and k∙k2
represents the L-2 norm.

In the extraction process, the host carrier x′ that may be
distorted is projected onto the same direction vector u to get
xu′. Then, the watermarks 0 and 1 are embedded into xu′
according to Equation (9), respectively. And two new vectors
vu0′ and vu1′ are obtained. The extracted watermark bit will be
determined by the minimum distance between these two new
vectors and vu′. It can be represented by Equation (11).

m = argmin dist xu′ , QDM xu′ , Δ′, dm
� �� �

,m ∈ 0, 1f g: ð11Þ

3. The Proposed Defocus-Based JND

In a photograph taken by professional photography, defocus
regions can certainly optimize the quality of proliferating
visual services, so the defocus measurement can bring a more
realistic virtual environment as well as an enhanced visual
experience, and it can avoid overestimation or underestima-
tion in the redefinition of CM. With high defocus strength,
the photograph has a strong contrast masking effect and high
visibility threshold. In this paper, a defocus-based CM is pro-
posed, and it is applied in a new JND. The details are dis-
cussed in the following.

3.1. Defocus Measurement Based on Block Types. In order to
achieve the defocus measurement, the DCT is first applied.
In DCT domain, a 8 × 8 DCT block consists of one DC coef-
ficient and 63 AC coefficients. The DC coefficient related
closely with luminance that can reflect the block’s average
energy while the AC coefficients can represent the focus
property [28]. However, the robustness of the watermarking
method based on the proposed model should be ensured
firstly. It means that the watermark extracted from the dis-
torted watermarked photograph suffering from some com-
mon attacks should be acceptable. At the same time, the
selected coefficients should make full expression of the char-
acteristics in the defocus measurement. For saving comput-
ing cost, the study has proved that the coefficients
centralized in the top-left corner of each subband can be a
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representation of this subband [28]. Moreover, the signal
energy usually concentrates on lower frequency bands.
Therefore, to ensure the robustness and accuracy of the defo-
cus feature, the representative AC coefficients AC0,1, AC1,0,
AC1,1, AC0,2, AC2,0, andAC2,2 (the subscripts refer to the
row and column indices of the block) with local contrast fea-
tures in n-th block are applied, and Te is defined as Equation
(12). The coefficients of a typical block in Equation (12) are
presented in Figure 2. In this block, the coefficients with red
are used in the defocus calculation.

Te = AC0,1, AC1,0, AC1,1, AC0,2, AC2,0, AC2,2
	 


: ð12Þ

Defocus can be embodied in the relationship between low
frequency coefficients and middle frequency coefficients.
Generally, this relationship will vary by the low energy and
high energy contained in these blocks. In detail, as the texture
regions have more complex information than smooth region,
defocus operation will cause a different visual effect, and the
change regularity of AC coefficients is diverse. Therefore, to
make the defocus measurement more precise, an energy
parameter called ET is defined to distinguish strongly tex-
tured photograph blocks and weakly textured photograph
blocks firstly. Then, a defocus measurement (DM) will be
obtained by analysing the focus or defocus characteristics of
these blocks. One DC coefficient and Te are used in this pro-
cess, where DM is set as 1 if the characteristic is satisfied with
the conditions of Equations (14) and (15); otherwise, it will
be set as 0. The details will be described below.

ET = ∑Te
2

DC2 : ð13Þ

If ET is greater than a threshold which is set as 0.02 here,
this block will be set as a strongly textured block; otherwise, it
will be classified into a weakly textured block.

For strongly textured blocks, when defocus happens,
blocks will lose partial energy that will reflect in the reduction
of DCT coefficients. It has been proved that the three AC
coefficients on the low frequency can be used to extract the
orientation feature of the block and further construct the
direction feature map [36, 37]. Here, we use the max direc-
tion energy as an indicator of defocus. Uniquely, in Equation
(14), not only the directional energy at low frequency EL =
max fAC0,1,AC1,0, AC1,1g but the directional energy at mid-
dle frequency EM =max fAC0,2, AC2,0,AC2,2g are all applied
to the defocus measurement in Equation 14. If any of the
indices is less than their corresponding threshold, the corre-
sponding DM’s value will be set as 0; otherwise, it will be 1.
Meanwhile, the thresholds will keep changing in different photo-
graphs. Here, an automatic method of setting threshold is estab-
lished. A characteristic called C got by pooling ET of all blocks is
used, which can manifest the whole photograph contrast.

EL < C0∙C
0:4⋁EM < C0∙C

0:25, ð14Þ

where C0 is a parameter set at 16.

For weakly textured blocks, the coefficients are relatively
smaller both in focus and defocus regions leading to unavail-
ability of the above judgement. A study has pointed out that
the magnitude spectrum will fall with frequency for natural
scene inversely and regularly [38]. However, for regions with
defocus operation, this drop rate will be faster. Consequently,
in the calculation of the new slope S, the coefficients men-
tioned above and their spatial frequency are used, which
can be denoted by

S = log EL − log EM

log FL − log FM
, ð15Þ

where FL and FM are the corresponding low and middle spa-
tial frequency [38]. If S is out of a certain range −1 < S < 1, the
corresponding DM’s value will be set as 0; otherwise, the cor-
responding DM’s value is 1. Thus, DM can be calculated by
Equation (16).

DM=
0 EL < C0∙C

0:4⋁EM < C0∙C
0:25� �

or S<−1⋁S > 1ð Þ
1 otherwise:

(

ð16Þ

3.2. Defocus Feature Map. It is commonly accepted that the
HVS is more sensitive to the center-surround differences
from the blocks with nearer distance compared with those
from the farther distance. Here, we use a Gaussian model to
simulate this mechanism for weighting the center-surround
differences among photograph blocks for defocus estimation.
The final defocus feature map (DFM) of the photograph is
calculated as follows.

DC

AC1,0 AC1,1 AC1,2 AC1,3 AC1,4 AC1,5 AC1,6 AC1,7

AC2,0 AC2,1 AC2,2 AC2,3 AC2,4 AC2,5 AC2,6 AC2,7

AC3,0 AC3,1 AC3,2 AC3,3 AC3,4 AC3,5 AC3,6 AC3,7

AC4,0 AC4,1 AC4,2 AC4,3 AC4,4 AC4,5 AC4,6 AC4,7

AC5,0 AC5,1 AC5,2 AC5,3 AC5,4 AC5,5 AC5,6 AC5,7

AC6,0 AC6,1 AC6,2 AC6,3 AC6,4 AC6,5 AC6,6 AC6,7

AC7,0 AC7,1 AC7,2 AC7,3 AC7,4 AC7,5 AC7,6 AC7,7

AC0,2AC0,1 AC0,3 AC0,4 AC0,5 AC0,6 AC0,7

Figure 2: The coefficients for defocus feature calculation (the red
blocks) in a photograph DCT block.
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DFM nð Þ = 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p e−d n,Ωð Þ2/2∙DM Ωð Þ, ð17Þ

whereΩ is a local area centered at block n, and its size is 5 × 5.
The parameter d is the Euclidean distance between the central
block n and its circumjacent blocks in Ω. If the result is less
than the value set in the focus measurement above, that is 1,
this will be considered to be a defocus block in DFM finally.
Figure 3 shows examples of photographs’ DFM using the pro-
posed method. And Figure 3(b) is the result obtained by the
sum of all AC coefficients. Because AC coefficients can be a
representation of defocus, which comes from the theory that
taking signal power of all coefficients in the corresponding
subbands to measure focus is one possible way [28].
Figure 3(d) is obtained by the focus location of the human
eyes. It is observed from the figure that the focus region is sig-
nificantly located. Meantime, it is also noticed that the defocus
photographs exhibit obvious artistic quality, particularly in the
highlighted regions in Figure 3(d). Since photograph defocus
measurement is a typical perceptual loss, which also sheds
light on how the quality of defocus photographs should be
measured. Thus, the proposed DFM in Figure 3(c) is effective
in focus location whatever in subjective and objective results.

3.3. The Defocus Feature Map-Based Contrast Masking.
Based on the above description, we can obtain the final
DFM of a photograph. Existing studies have shown that the
contrast masking effect and the visibility threshold are guided
by the defocus strength. Therefore, the CM effect can be
obtained with the guidance of the final DFM. Generally, the
traditional CM overestimates the values in the focus regions
because the higher the focus is, the lower the masking ability
is. Thus, a smaller JND value is needed in the focus blocks,
and the defocus factor should be larger than that in focus
area. In addition, besides the effect of focus and defocus,
the spatial frequency is considered in the calculation of CM,
which comes from the theory that sensitivity of the HVS is
different for low and high frequency. And our proposed
CM factor deals with this problem as shown in Equation
(18). The weights of defocus and focus are set as 1.75 and 1,
and the weights of strongly textured and weakly textured
blocks are set as 1.5 and 1, respectively.

MCM =

1 weakly textured focus block,
2:625
1:25

(
strongly textured defocus block,
strongly textured defocus block,

1:5
1:25

(

1:75
1:25

(
strongly textured focus block,
strongly textured focus block,
weakly textured defocus block,
weakly textured defocus block:

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð18Þ

ThisMCM will be applied in Equation (1) to obtain a new
JND model which will be used in quantization-based water-
marking framework.

4. The Proposed JND-Based Photograph
Watermarking Scheme

4.1. Watermark Embedding. The watermark is embedded
into Y channel. And the characteristics of RGB channels
are combined to get the final parameters, where their weights
are 0.299, 0.587, and 0.114, respectively. The watermark
embedding and extraction strategy are STDM, where the car-
rier vector x is made up of AC0,3, AC0,4, AC1,2, AC2,1, AC2,3

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: Illustration of the focus region in the original photographs
and the defocus feature map calculated by Equation (6): (a) original
photographs; (b) the comparison focus method in [28]; (c) the
proposed defocus feature map (d) human eyes location in the
yellow circle.
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, AC3,0, andAC4,0 (the subscripts refer to the row and column
indices of the block) as shown in Figure 2. And the block dia-
gram is shown in Figure 4.

In detail, the proposed JND model plays an important
role here, which is used to calculate the STDM quantization
step size. The value of the specific position of the JND for
each DCT block is scanned to form a visual redundancy vec-
tor Δ. Then, the vector is projected onto the given direction
vector u to get the quantization step Δu using Equation
(10). At the same time, the carrier vector x is projected onto
the same direction vector u to obtain the projection vector xu.
Then, QDM operation is implemented. And the watermark
bits will be embedded in the carrier x by Equation (19). The
details about this process are given in Related Work. The
main steps of watermarking embedding can be described in
Algorithm 1.

v = x + QDM xu, Δu, dmð Þ − xu
uk k u, ð19Þ

4.2. Watermark Extraction.And the watermarking extraction
is the inverse process of watermarking embedding, where the
watermarking bits can be extracted by Equation (20). Firstly,
the watermarked photograph Iω′ that may be distorted in
RGB channels is convert into YCbCr channels. Then, the Y
channel is divided into 8 × 8 nonoverlapped blocks. For block
n, the watermark bit can be extracted by Equation (20). The
details are described in Related Work. And Δ′ is the original
quantization step that is obtained by the calculated JND in
the watermarked photograph Iω′. It is projected onto the same
directional vector u getting Δu′. The carrier vector x′ is pro-

jected onto u getting xu′. The main steps of watermarking
embedding can be described in Algorithm 2.

m = argmin dist xu′ , QDM xu′ , Δu′ , dm
� �� �

,m ∈ 0, 1f g: ð20Þ

5. Experimental Results

In this section, we give the experimental results and analysis.
To prove the performance of the proposed watermarking
scheme, we perform the experiments using the original code
in MATLAB R2016b on a 64-bit Windows 10 operating sys-
tem at 16GB memory, 3.20GHz frequency of Intel proces-
sors. Eight aesthetic RGB photographs (256 × 256) with
local defocus effect from multifocus image dataset, CSIQ,
and LIVE database are used in the experiment [39, 40]. They
are named Flower1, Monarch, Toy, Couple, Parrots, Jug,
Flower2, and Flower3. And the watermark is made up of
1024 binary bits. They can be shown in Figures 5 and 6.

The bit error rate (BER) is used in the robustness test
with SSIM is 0.982 between the watermarked photograph
and the original photograph. Because SSIM can reflect the
human eyes’ sensitivity better and HVS will not perceive
the difference between the original host photograph and the
watermarked host photograph. These two parameters are
shown in Equations (21) and (22), respectively. The robust-
ness of the proposed watermarking method is compared with
some JND models [25, 30–32] and some watermarking
methods [18, 20–22].

BER = m ⊕m′
M ×N

, ð21Þ
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Figure 4: Block diagram of proposed watermark embedding process (a) and extraction process (b).
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wherem and m′ are the original watermark image and
extracted watermark image whose size are M and N , respec-
tively.

SSIM = 2uXuY + C1ð Þ 2σXY + C2ð Þ
uX2 + uY 2 + C1ð Þ σX

2 + σY
2 + C2ð Þ , ð22Þ

where uX and uY represent the mean of the luminance of the
reference photograph and the watermarked photographs, σX
and σY , represent the variances of two photographs, and σXY
represents the covariance of X and Y . C1 and C2 are positive
experience values.

5.1. Robustness Test for Single Attack

5.1.1. BER Performance of Different JND-Based STDM
Watermarking and Robust Watermarking Methods. The
robustness test is essential for watermarking, especially for
the JND based on the defocus measurement, as the noise will
give an interfere to this defocus judgement. Here, the perfor-
mance of some JND models are used in the STDM water-
marking method, which are all used to calculate the
quantization step. A lower BER indicates a better balance
between robustness and invisibility. The watermarked photo-
graph Flower1 is added with some common attacks such like
the Gaussian noise attack (GN) with mean zero and different
variance, the Salt and Pepper noise attack (S&P) with differ-
ent quantity, the JPEG compression attack where the JPEG
quality factor varies from 40 to 80, the Scaling attack reduced

Watermarking embedding.
Begin
Input: Host photograph (I); watermark (m);
Output: Watermarked photograph (Iw);
Step 1: Transform the RGB space of the photograph to YCbCr space. The Y channel is regarded as the watermark embedding channel,
and the channels RGB are all used in feature extraction;
Step 2: Divide the Y channel image into 8× 8 non-overlapped blocks;
Step 3: The embedding strength can be set to control the photograph quality by modulating the SSIM of the original photograph and
the watermarked photograph to 0.982;
Step 4: One bit of binary watermark m is embedded into a photograph block, according to the rules as follows:
For each block do
1. Estimate the perceptual JND factors including CSF, LA and CM effect by Equations (2), (6) and (18), respectively. And the block
types in Equation (18) are distinguished by defocus measurement in Equations (13), (14), (15), (16) and (17);
2. Final JND value of each block combined with different factors is determined by Equation (1), which is the original quantization step
Δ;
3. Obtain the DCT coefficients that comprise the embedding vector x;
4. Project x and Δ to the given direction u and get two new vectors xu and Δu;
5. One bit of the watermark message m is embedded into this vector x using STDM by Equation (19);
6. Generate the modified block;
End
Step 5: Generate the watermarked photograph Y by collecting all the modified blocks;
Step 6:Generate the watermarked color photograph by concatenating the modified Y channel with Cb and Cr photograph channel and
then convert the color space from YCbCr to RGB;
Return Watermarked photograph Iω;

Algorithm 1.

Watermarking extraction.
Begin
Input: Watermarked photograph Iω′;
Output: Watermark Image m′;
Step 1: Transform the photograph from RGB space to YCbCr space. Select the channel Y as the host photograph;
Step 2: Divide the host photograph into 8× 8 non-overlapped blocks;
For each block do
1. Obtain the vector x′ and the original quantization step Δ′ from the watermarked photograph Iω′;
2. Project these two vectors to the given direction u and get xu′ and Δu′;
3. And one bit of the watermark message is extracted by Equation (20);

m = argmin distðxu′ ,QDMðxu′ , Δu′ , dmÞÞ,m ∈ f0, 1g
End
Return Watermark message m′;

Algorithm 2.
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to 20% and increased to 140%, the Gaussian Filtering (GF)
attack where its window size is 3 × 3, and Central Crop attack
whose size is 16 × 16 and 32 × 32. The ability of different JND
models [25, 30–32] in resisting attacks is presented in
Table 1.

From Table 1, we can see that the BER of the proposed
JND model is lower than the presented JND models obvi-
ously. It can be seen that the robustness performance is
almost improved by 15% for GN0.0015 attack in the tested
photograph. For S&P0.0015 noise attack, the BER is about
2.5% lower than other methods. For JPEG attack, we can
see that the watermarking framework using the proposed
JND model have a lower BER in JPEG attack. Moreover,
when the attack is Scaling 0.5, the performance of rest water-
marking methods using JND as quantization even reaches to
28%. We can see that these JNDmodels used as the quantiza-
tion step in STDM may lack some robustness to Scaling
attack. For Central Crop attack, these JND-based STDM
watermarking methods show acceptable robustness, and the
proposed method is the most robust. For GF, the proposed
also shows a best performance. Thus, with the same visual
quality, compared with these JND models, the proposed
JND model shows a better robustness performance under
some attacks, and we believe that it can adjust the quantiza-
tion step better.

A JND model can be used as the quantization step in
STDM to avoid unacceptable visual quality after embedding
the watermark. From Table 1, we can see that the proposed
JND model is more suitable for watermarking technology
using STDM as its better robustness performance when
keeping a same visual quality. However, it is not persuasive
to show the robustness comparison of JND models because
some existing JND models may involve features that cannot
resist common attacks adaptively in general. That is to say,
the coefficients selected in these JND models are not robust.
Thus, it is essential to indicate the proposed JND-based
watermarking methods have a better robustness than some
existing robust watermarking methods. Besides JND models,
we compare the robustness performance of other four water-
marking methods in frequency domain, which combined
encryption technique, perceptual models, or improved
embedding way [18, 20–22]. These methods devote to
improving the robustness of watermarking by typical ways.
The comparison results are also shown in Table 1.

From Table 1, we can see that our proposed JND-based
watermarking method shows a better robustness to noise
and JPEG attacks. The robustness to GN0.0015 and
S&P0.0015 is improved by about 8% and 2.5%, respectively.
Compared with the BER of other method, this improvement
can bring about a fresh effect. Because adding noise is the
most common image processing technique to verify robust-
ness of the watermarking framework. This robustness to
noise attack achieves an important lift in watermarking
framework. The robustness to JPEG40 and JPEG60 attack
also presents a better result than other watermarking
methods. For crop attack, the proposed method has the low-
est BER among these robustness watermarking methods. For
GF attack, the BER of method [18] is about 0.7% lower than
the proposed method. For Scaling attack, the methods [18,

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 5: Typical photographs selected in the experiment.

Figure 6: The binary watermark.
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21, 22] also show an acceptable robustness performance.
Especially for Scaling 0.5, the highest gap with our approach
is at about 1.7%, which has little influence to the integrity of
the watermark. But compared with the robustness perfor-
mance to noise attacks, our method performs a better robust-
ness as a whole.

5.1.2. Average BER Performance within the above
Watermarking Methods. In the above subsection, we present
the robustness performance of some JND models used in the
STDM watermarking framework and some robust water-
marking methods for photograph Flower. To make the result
more reasonable, we further consider eight photographs as
shown in Figure 5 to demonstrate the performance of the
proposed method. Figures 7 and 8 present the average results
of the above comparison methods under different attacks of
varying intensity. Besides the attacks mentioned above, the
BERs of GF attack and Central Crop attack are shown in
Table 2.

In watermarking technology, adding noise is the most
common attack to verify the robustness. In this paper, GN
and S&P noise are chosen in this test. With the increase of
the attack factors, all comparison methods’ BER will increase.
For the methods using JND as quantization step in STDM,
the BERs of GN are more than 20% even 30%. The proposed
JND-based watermarking method is about 8%. This
improvement will ensure the availability of watermark. In
the listed attacks with different noise quantity, the BERs are
all less than 5%. In contrast, the BERs of the proposed
method for S&P noise are the lowest in all methods.

JPEG is another common attack in photograph process-
ing. The photographs may be attacked by JPEG during trans-
mission. Figure 7(c) shows the partial experimental results of
watermarked photographs with compression factors 20 to 80.
When the JPEG factor is 40, the proposed method shows a
better robustness with the BER at about 10%.When the JPEG
factor is 60, the BER is about 2%. Compared with other

methods, the proposed method presents a higher robustness
in JPEG compression.

For Scaling attack, the STDM watermarking methods
using other JND models cannot satisfy the basic robustness.
And the proposed method can resist this attack better.

From Figure 8, we can see that the proposed method
shows a better performance in noise attacks and partial JPEG
attack. In particular, the robustness to GN is enhanced to a
better result obviously. As for Scaling, the BERs of these
two methods [21, 22] are slightly lower.

In Figure 8, for other four watermarking methods, the
change of BERs is great. Especially in GN0.0015, the BERs
are within 14%-27%. The proposed JND-based watermark-
ing method is about 8%. In the listed attacks with different
S&P noise quantity, the BERs are all less than 5%. And the
BERs are less than 2.5%. Thus, from the performance of the
proposed method to noise attack, a high robustness is
obtained than other robustness watermarking methods,
which can indicate the importance of the defocus measure-
ment in JND.

The JPEG format is common for photographs. Thus, the
watermarking method needs to show an acceptable robust-
ness performance to this attack. Figure 8 shows the partial
experimental results of watermarked photographs with com-
pression factors 20 to 80. We can see that the method [20]
performs well in JPEG20 and JPEG30, but the BER declines
slowly in other JPEG factors. For the common JPEG50
attack, the proposed method shows a lower BER. Therefore,
the coefficients used in defocus feature calculation and water-
mark embedding are robust to this attack.

For Scaling attack, we give the average BERs when the
watermarked photographs are scaled from 10% to 140%.
We can see that the method [21, 22] performs better in Scal-
ing attack.

From Table 2, it can be seen that the BER of [22] is the
lowest in GF attack, which is 0.25% lower than the proposed
scheme. They are all at about 4%. The BERs of other methods

Table 1: The BERs of different watermarking methods for individual attacks in photograph Flower1.

Attack [25] [30] [32] [31] [20] [18] [21] [22] Proposed

GN

0.0003 0.0459 0.0254 0.0107 0.1416 0.0283 0.0156 0.0068 0.0049 0.0010

0.0009 0.1045 0.1006 0.0820 0.2754 0.0674 0.1016 0.1006 0.0771 0.0078

0.0015 0.1553 0.1748 0.1680 0.2988 0.0977 0.1633 0.1836 0.1514 0.0166

S&P noise

0.0009 0.0293 0.0254 0.0264 0.0254 0.0352 0.0203 0.0244 0.0264 0.0029

0.0012 0.0371 0.0313 0.0322 0.0332 0.0410 0.0322 0.0361 0.0332 0.0098

0.0015 0.0498 0.0391 0.0410 0.0459 0.0449 0.0396 0.0410 0.0410 0.0156

JPEG

80 0.0234 0.0049 0.0029 0.0391 0.0215 0.0926 0 0.0020 0.0010

60 0.0361 0.0166 0.0049 0.0713 0.0410 0.4226 0.0078 0.0068 0.0020

40 0.0811 0.0586 0.0439 0.1299 0.0820 0.4819 0.0586 0.0449 0.0225

Scaling
0.5 0.0889 0.2168 0.2852 0.1035 0.0205 0.0005 0 0.0010 0.0166

1.1 0.0098 0.0049 0.0020 0.0137 0.0186 0.0005 0 0 0

Central crop
16 × 16 0.0186 0.0068 0.0049 0.0107 0.0264 0.0240 0.0039 0.0049 0.0020

32 × 32 0.0293 0.0156 0.0156 0.0186 0.0322 0.0283 0.0132 0.0127 0.0049

GF 3 × 3 0.0127 0.0195 0.0146 0.0322 0.0361 0.0032 0.0166 0.0088 0.0107
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are also almost 4% except [18, 31]. This difference will not
bring a great change in the extracted watermark. For Central
Crop attack, the BERs of these methods are all within 4%. But
the BER of the proposed method is less than 0.4%.

Above all, the methods [21, 22] perform better with some
attacks. But these two methods do not have enough robust-
ness to noise attacks. Thus, the proposed method achieves a
better robustness in the whole. The importance of the defo-
cus measurement in JND is indicated.

5.2. Robustness Test for Combined Attacks. For photographs,
resisting some common attacks under JPEG is important in
transmission. Thus, the combined attack experiments are
carried out, especially stressing on the influence of JPEG.
And the experimental results are list in Table 3. It can be seen
that the noise and filtering attacks are combined with JPEG50

and JPEG70. And the proposed method shows a better
robustness performance under all these tested attacks.

For the combination of GN noise and JPEG, the BER of
the proposed JND-based watermarking method achieves a
better performance than other methods of comparison.
When attacked by JPEG50 + GN0:0003, the BER is 7.56%
while the lowest BER of the other methods is 12.96% in
[20]. Similar to JPEG50 + GN0:0003, the BER of JPEG50 +
GN0:0009 attack is more than 5% lower than other methods.
In contrast with JPEG + GN, there is little difference in the
robustness to JPEG + S&P attack of all methods. However,
the BER of the proposed method is more than 2% lower than
others under JPEG50. This superiority will decrease to about
1% under JPEG70. For the combination of GF and JPEG, the
proposed method shows a superior result. In sum, the pro-
posed JND-based watermarking method shows a satisfy per-
formance in the combined attacks.
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Figure 7: The robustness performance of different JND models in STDM watermarking.
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Then, to indicate the availability of watermark, Figure 9
shows the watermarks extracted from the distorted water-
marked photographs. And from Figure 8 and Table 2, it
can be seen that the methods [21, 22] perform better with
Scaling and GF attacks. Thus, the extracted watermarks using
these two methods are displayed in Figure 9. It displays the
visual effects of two attacks that combine noise attack, JPEG,
or filtering attack. In Figure 9, the photograph Couple,
Flower2, and Flower3 in Figure 5 are selected to present the

visual effect of the extracted watermark. It can be seen that
the difference of visual effect in the Scaling+JPEG70 attack
is not obvious. But for noise attack combined with JPEG70,
the visual effect of the extracted watermark makes a better
achievement. Because for GN attack, the extracted water-
mark used method [21, 22] even cannot be recognized in
the photographs, which will make it useless to embed a
watermark. In addition, in the combination of GN and GF
attack, the above two comparison methods cannot extract
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Figure 8: The robustness performance of different robust watermarking method.

Table 2: The BERs of different watermarking methods in individual attacks.

Attack [25] [30] [32] [31] [20] [18] [21] [22] Proposed

Central crop
16 × 16 0.0142 0.0137 0.0059 0.0112 0.0240 0.0273 0.0039 0.0044 0.0020

32 × 32 0.0240 0.0195 0.0151 0.0157 0.0283 0.0313 0.0132 0.0117 0.0039

GF 3 × 3 0.0396 0.0412 0.0398 0.0735 0.0420 0.0830 0.0393 0.0363 0.0388
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the watermark in visual effect. In brief, the proposed scheme
presents a better watermark visual quality than [21, 22].

In summary, our proposed watermarking method works
well than other methods that treat every area of a photograph

with an equal focus level. In detail, the reason of our pro-
posed JND model performs better than other JND models
used in STDM watermarking framework is that the chosen
AC coefficient is robust in defocus measurement when the
visual effect is maintained at a reasonable and acceptable
level. And compared with some watermarking methods, the
performance of our proposed method indicates the signifi-
cance of defocus measurement in the protection of aesthetic
photographs.

5.3. Average BER Performance within Different Watermarking
Methods for Classic Images. In order to show that our
algorithm is not only effective for photographs with obvious
defocus areas, we also use eight images of areas that are not
visible to the human eyes to carry out the experiment. The
purpose of this test is that although the core of our algorithm
is the measurement of defocus, if there is no obvious defocus-
ing effect in the image, the proposed model will be calculated
according to the amount of information contained in the
image block. Some common single attacks and combined
attacks are tested in eight images (256 × 256) in CSIQ and
LIVE database as shown as in Figure 10. And Figure 6 is used
as the watermark.

From Table 4, it can be seen that for noise attacks, the
proposed method is more robust than other methods. For
GN0.0015 attack, the BER of the proposed method is 6.51%
while the best performance in other methods reaches to
12.33%. For S&P0.0015 noise attack, the BER performance
is improved by 1.32%. For JPEG attack, the method in [22]
performs better for JPEG80, which is 0.53% lower than the
proposed method. And for JPEG40 and JPEG60, the pro-
posed method performs a better robustness. For Scaling
attack, the method in [21, 22] performs better on the whole.
The BER is decreased by 0.37% and 1.88%. For Crop attack,
the proposed method achieved a better robustness perfor-
mance in the crop block size of 32 × 32, which increased by
0.56%. In contrast, the BER in [22] is about 0.3% lower than
the proposed method when the crop block size is 32 × 32. For
GF attack, the BER is 0.08% higher than [22]. To sum up, the
method in [21, 22] performs better than the proposed

Table 3: The BERs of different watermarking methods in combined attacks.

Attack [25] [30] [32] [31] [20] [18] [21] [22] Proposed

JPEG50 + GN 0.0003 0.1766 0.1605 0.1342 0.2103 0.1296 0.4384 0.1479 0.1343 0.0756

0.0009 0.2238 0.2373 0.2230 0.3215 0.1636 0.4560 0.2396 0.2217 0.1142

JPEG70 + GN 0.0003 0.1201 0.1007 0.0740 0.1556 0.0858 0.3847 0.0803 0.0709 0.0198

0.0009 0.1840 0.2000 0.1815 0.2896 0.1274 0.4160 0.1964 0.1801 0.0596

JPEG50 + S&P 0.0003 0.1294 0.1121 0.0826 0.1781 0.1038 0.4257 0.0856 0.0797 0.0523

0.0009 0.1360 0.1212 0.0930 0.1853 0.1106 0.4169 0.0956 0.0903 0.0641

JPEG70 + S&P 0.0003 0.0577 0.0396 0.0229 0.0951 0.1038 0.3295 0.0227 0.0201 0.0106

0.0009 0.0652 0.0527 0.0371 0.1069 0.0612 0.3544 0.0376 0.0336 0.0195

JPEG50 + GF
3 × 3 0.1489 0.1396 0.1216 0.2059 0.1168 0.4287 0.1268 0.1130 0.0962

5 × 5 0.1484 0.1394 0.1218 0.2057 0.1172 0.4277 0.1272 0.1133 0.0963

JPEG70 + GF
3 × 3 0.0851 0.0718 0.0601 0.1321 0.0736 0.3251 0.0627 0.0549 0.0540

5 × 5 0.0858 0.0723 0.0602 0.1322 0.0741 0.3252 0.0645 0.0553 0.0541

[21]

[22]

Proposed

[22]

Proposed

[21]

Proposed

[21]

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

[22]

Figure 9: The photographs. Comparison of the extracted
watermark image in [21, 22] and the proposed method: (a) JPEG
70 + GN0:0012; (b) JPEG70 + S&P 0:0012; (c) JPEG70 + Scaling1:1
; (d) JPEG70 + GF5 × 5; (e) GN0:0009 + GF3 × 3.
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method for some attacks. However, these improvements are
within a small range, while the proposed method’s improve-
ments of other attacks are obvious. Thus, the robustness per-
formance of the proposed method is acceptable in classic
images. Moreover, the watermarked images will also be
attacked by the combined attacks. Table 5 lists some BER
results under combined attacks. And to indicate the availabil-
ity of the extracted watermark, Figure 11 shows the extracted
watermark under some combined attacks.

From Table 5, we can see that the proposed method has a
better performance than others except JPEG70 + S&P attack.
For the combination of JPEG and GN0.0003, the BER is
about 4% lower than [22]. When the intensity of GN is

0.0009, this optimization is up to about 7%. For JPEG50 + S
&P0:0003 attack, there is about 1% decrease in BER of the
proposed method. With the increase of S&P intensity, the
BER difference between [22] and the proposed method is
narrowing. When the JPEG factor is 70, the BER in [22] is
0.04% and 0.43% lower than the proposed. For JPEG + GF
attack, the proposed method has a better performance
though there are no big improvements. Figure 11 shows the
extracted watermark of three watermarked images. In JPEG
70 + GN0:0012 andGN0:0009 + GF3 × 3 attacks, the method
[21, 22] even cannot extract the distinguishable watermark in
some images. Taken altogether, the proposed method has a
better visual effect under the listed combined attacks.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 10: Classic images selected in the experiment.

Table 4: The BERs of different watermarking methods in individual attacks.

Attack [25] [30] [32] [31] [20] [18] [21] [22] Proposed

GN

0.0003 0.0710 0.0514 0.0291 0.1212 0.0499 0.0864 0.0316 0.0236 0.0070

0.0009 0.1444 0.1589 0.1327 0.2211 0.0901 0.1138 0.1429 0.1281 0.0314

0.0015 0.1873 0.2274 0.2081 0.2623 0.1233 0.1494 0.2235 0.2047 0.0651

S&P noise

0.0009 0.0243 0.0314 0.0205 0.0316 0.0301 0.0796 0.0210 0.0220 0.0118

0.0012 0.0305 0.0400 0.0293 0.0399 0.0356 0.1035 0.0299 0.0313 0.0186

0.0015 0.0393 0.0486 0.0381 0.0491 0.0407 0.1309 0.0374 0.0397 0.0242

JPEG

80 0.0267 0.0156 0.0040 0.0907 0.0299 0.1948 0.0013 0.0007 0.0060

60 0.0713 0.0474 0.0240 0.1930 0.0650 0.3438 0.0254 0.0212 0.0187

40 0.1492 0.1294 0.0990 0.3021 0.1190 0.3931 0.1077 0.1001 0.0891

Scaling
0.5 0.0984 0.2188 0.2887 0.1453 0.0195 0.0771 0 0.0002 0.0188

1.1 0.0101 0.0200 0.0112 0.0370 0.0220 0.0791 0.0033 0.0022 0.0059

Central crop
16 × 16 0.0145 0.0198 0.0063 0.0148 0.0202 0.0771 0.0039 0.0035 0.0067

32 × 32 0.0231 0.0205 0.0133 0.0215 0.0240 0.0776 0.0107 0.0106 0.0050

GF 3 × 3 0.0461 0.0571 0.0496 0.1422 0.0526 0.1136 0.0519 0.0420 0.0428
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6. Conclusion

In this paper, a blind watermarking method is proposed to
protect aesthetic photographs based on a new JND model
with defocus analysis. Firstly, we propose a new defocus-

based JND model which can reflect the characteristic of
HVS that the eyes will take more time to gaze at focus areas.
Then, the calculated JND is applied as the quantization step
in STDM. Moreover, the selected binary watermark image
is embedded into the host vector that is made up of some
AC coefficients in DCT domain. The proposed watermarking
scheme is tested under some common attacks such like noise
attack, compression attack, scaling attack, filtering attack,
and crop attack. In robustness test, the watermarked photo-
graphs will be carried out individual attacks such like noise
attack, compression attack, scaling attack, filtering attack,
and crop attack. Besides, in view of the noise attack may be
added under JPEG for photographs particularly, some com-
bined attacks are performed to show the effectiveness of the
proposed method. And the performance of the proposed
method is also tested in classic images. The experimental
results demonstrate that our proposed method has a better
robustness performance in the same visual quality than other
JNDmodels and watermarking methods. For future work, we
may use the proposed defocus measurement for JND model
by edge detection, because defocus will increase the edge
width where HVS is sensitive. And the aesthetic photograph
database may be created in the future for further study.
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Table 5: The BERs of different watermarking methods in combined attacks.

Attack [25] [30] [32] [31]. [20] [18] [21] [22] Proposed

JPEG50 + GN 0.0003 0.1449 0.1309 0.1084 0.1959 0.1120 0.4131 0.1182 0.0999 0.0616

0.0009 0.1896 0.2051 0.1904 0.2655 0.1378 0.4224 0.2018 0.1831 0.1196

JPEG70 + GN 0.0003 0.0997 0.0853 0.0580 0.1422 0.0738 0.3232 0.0616 0.0542 0.0214

0.0009 0.1548 0.1783 0.1541 0.2402 0.1090 0.3491 0.1669 0.1475 0.0719

JPEG50 + S&P 0.0003 0.1180 0.0836 0.0590 0.2367 0.0929 0.3809 0.0650 0.0563 0.0471

0.0009 0.1243 0.0935 0.0691 0.2419 0.0963 0.3892 0.0750 0.0654 0.0625

JPEG70 + S&P 0.0003 0.0533 0.0314 0.0184 0.1438 0.0477 0.2935 0.0164 0.0139 0.0143

0.0009 0.0601 0.0433 0.0298 0.1537 0.0537 0.3032 0.0277 0.0260 0.0303

JPEG50 + GF
3 × 3 0.1383 0.1224 0.1018 0.2737 0.1131 0.3813 0.1096 0.0929 0.0916

5 × 5 0.1388 0.1218 0.1016 0.2738 0.1133 0.3828 0.1099 0.0931 0.0922

JPEG70 + GF
3 × 3 0.0822 0.0691 0.0625 0.1981 0.0773 0.3081 0.0684 0.0557 0.0544

5 × 5 0.0825 0.0696 0.0632 0.1989 0.0775 0.3101 0.0693 0.0566 0.0551

[21]

[22]

Proposed

[22]

Proposed

[21]

Proposed

[21]

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

[22]

Figure 11: The classic images. Comparison of the extracted
watermark image in [21, 22] and the proposed method: (a) JPEG
70 + GN0:0012; (b) JPEG70 + S&P 0:0012; (c) JPEG70 + Scaling1:1
; (d) JPEG70 + GF5 × 5; (e) GN0:0009 + GF3 × 3.
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